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Objectives:

1. How the nature of suicidality uniquely influences research design and informed consent for suicide prevention RCTs

2. How NIMH guidelines for informed consent for suicide RCTs address these unique aspects

3. How clinical care practices can inform consent procedures in ways that protect both participant autonomy and welfare
Suicidality: High Risk – Low Base Rate

Suicide attempts and mortality are low base-rate events (CDC, 2017)

• Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the U.S: 2nd leading cause of death for adolescents
• In 2017 there were 47,173 suicide deaths; 6,252 15 – 24 years

To capture sufficient prevalence rates in research requires

• Extended data collection periods
• Post-experimental follow-up
• Multisite studies
Informed consent should explain that suicide attempts and suicide death are low base-rate events requiring long term follow-up (NIMH, 2019)

- Re-consent during the course of the study and post-treatment follow-up.

- Re-consent/consent procedures for youth who reach age of majority at different study points
Multisite Studies: Implications for IC

Informed consent should explain how low-base rates require multisite studies and consent for sharing data across sites (NIMH, 2019)

- Avoid or define terms “de-identified” i.e. what identifying information may be removed or retained

- Clarify the researcher’s, institution’s or data repository’s role in ensuring confidential information will not be misused by other’s
Prospective studies are not feasible

- Depression, co-morbid psychiatric disorders, life stress predict suicide attempts only slightly better than chance

Critical Risk Periods for Suicide

- 3 - 12 months following hospitalization for a suicide attempt
- 6 months following hospitalization for serious non-suicidal self-harm (NSSI)

To obtain sufficient power recruitment often occurs shortly following a suicide related hospitalization

(Grandcler et al., 2016; King et al., 2010)
Inclusion Criteria: Implications for IC

• You are being asked to participate in this study because you were recently hospitalized for a suicide attempt or serious self-injury which increases your risk of a suicide attempt in the future.
Death is an Expected Research Outcome

As in other potentially terminal medical conditions, in suicide prevention research suicide attempts and mortality are baseline research risks and expected RCT treatment outcomes

(Fisher, Pearson, Kim, & Reynolds, 2002)
Outcome Measures: Implications for IC

If you agree to be in this research, at the beginning and at different points in the study we will ask you to participate in clinical assessments of your mental health including:

- Suicidal thoughts and behaviors
- Authorization to review your health records in the event you are hospitalized for a suicide attempt
- Written consent to obtain information from the National Death Index in the event of a suicide resulting in your death (NIMH, 2019)
Autonomy-Welfare Paradox

Autonomy
An informed consent decision requires the participant’s appreciation of participation risks and benefits on their own situation (Applebaum & Grisso, 2001)

Welfare
How does discussion of participant’s future suicide risk and death as an anticipated study outcome affect how they respond to study treatment conditions?
Talking about suicide risk with patients
• Does not increase risk
• Routine in prescribing psychotropic medications for depression

Health Beliefs Model: Treatment adherence requires that patients’ believe they are at risk for a negative outcome serious enough to warrant treatment

Discussing Suicide Risk with Participants Clarifies
• Suicide treatment is a high risk endeavor in which suicide attempts are probable and routinely occur.
• Treatment compliance and crises management are vital to maximize treatment efficacy

(Gipson & King, 2013; Reynolds et al, 2006; Rudd et al., 2009)
“Involvement in this study does not provide protection against suicide” (NIMH 2019)
Suicide Treatment is a High Risk Endeavor

- 33% of suicide completers had contact with mental health services within a month of suicide

- Several treatments (e.g. CBT, DBT) demonstrate significant improvement in suicidality compared with TAU

- The longer term treatments (e.g. 12 months) have better comparative outcomes to TAU, but difficulty with retention

- Treatment effectiveness ranges from 5% - 37% reduction in suicide attempts

(Goldston, 2015; Iyengar et al., 2018; McCauley et al., 2018; Mendez-Bustos, 2019; Rudd et al., 2004)
Health Beliefs Model: For individuals to remain in and adhere to treatment they need to believe it will be beneficial (Gipson & King, 2013)

The Autonomy-Welfare Paradox

What are the implications for treatment adherence and efficacy of informing individuals that RCT participation does not offer protection against suicide risk?
Autonomy

• A reasoned participation decision requires understanding the potential risks and benefits of participation (45CFR46…116)

• Avoid *therapeutic misconception* (conflation of research goals with goals of clinical care) by explaining that the advantage of one treatment over the other is unknown.

• “While being optimistic and hopeful, IC for suicide research must not collude with participants’ unrealistic expectation for the treatment under investigation” (King & Kramer. 2011)
Welfare: Clinical Best Practices

“Informing patients that suicide treatment is a high risk endeavor increases their understanding that participation requires compliance and risk management” (Rudd et al, 2009)

IC should communicate and encourage questions regarding:

• Percent of patients whose suicidal symptoms on average decreased or increased when receiving the study treatments or alternative treatments

• How treatment adherence and risk management strategies can increase treatment effectiveness and safety
Participation Does Not Protect Against Suicide Risk: Autonomy

Hypothetical IC for Hypothetical Study comparing a more intensive 6 month treatment X to 12 months of treatment X.

Currently available 6-month treatments (e.g. X, Y, Z) help reduce suicidality for up to 25% of patients; although approximately 5% report their symptoms increase.

Prior research indicates 12 months of treatment X reduced suicidality by 35% -- However most people dropped out of treatment before the end of 12 months.
Participation Does Not Protect Against Suicide Risk: Welfare

Hypothetical IC

It is important to know that participation in this study does not guarantee protection against suicide risk (NIMH).

Attending study treatment sessions and complying with the study clinician’s recommendations can increase the potential benefits of participating in this study.

In addition, to increase participant protections, we have put in place safety management procedures to identify and address when participants may be at imminent suicide risk.
Describe risk management plans to participants and families for addressing imminent risk (NIMH, 2019)
Risk Management: Hospitalization

Autonomy

- Imminent risk may require involuntary psychiatric hospitalization
- Who are the persons to contact in case of emergency

Welfare

- Fear of hospitalization can reduce participants’ willingness to accurately report suicidal symptoms

- *Reporting of suicidal thoughts during treatment does not automatically result in hospitalization*  
  (Hom et al., 2017)
Risk Management: Self-Monitoring

How to evaluate “Imminent Risk”

• Suicidal thoughts, a suicide plan, means of carrying out that plan
• Balanced by protective factors including social support, reasons for living (Chu et al., 2015)

Understanding when NSSI is a Risk Factor for Suicide

• Cutting arms or legs vs. cutting close to carotid artery
• Body piercing versus cutting atypical areas (e.g. face, eyes, genitals) which can be a sign of decomposition
Assessment Procedures

IC should address potential role confusion between a participant’s clinical care research staff provider and independent staff conducting assessments (NIMH, 2019)

• Staff conducting formal assessments of suicidality are different from your study clinicians

• Assessment staff are blind to the treatment condition

• Your study clinician may (or may not) be provided information gained from these assessments.

• IC should clarify who participants should turn to if they believe treatment is not working or other guidance.
Depression and Hopelessness Associated with Suicidality

• Research refutes assumption that depression decreases participant understanding of consent information

• However, hopelessness may diminish concern regarding participation risks and interfere with a reasoned consent decision.

• Post-hospital distress may lead to an over or under-estimation of research risks and benefits.

(Horwitz et al, 2017; King & Kramer, 2011)
Addressing Consent Vulnerabilities

Requires Staff Training in Skills in:

• Stress identification and reduction
• Addressing over or underestimation of treatment benefits and risks
• Enhancing risk appreciation during discussion of inclusion criteria and outcome measures
• Enhancing safety through emphasis on treatment adherence and risk management
• Use of supportive decision-making
• Opportunity to consider consent information over a period of time
Protecting Autonomy & Welfare through Informed Consent

- Honest discussion of suicide risk and the limitations of treatment to reduce such risks
- Attention to psychological factors that may influence consent decision-making.
- Consideration of ways in which consent can influence participant responses to treatment
- Development of consent procedures that promote both autonomous decision-making and treatment adherence and efficacy.
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